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If you’re serious about keeping your feet dry and warm during another humid, subtropical 
winter, this season’s shoe shopping spree may as well begin with the purchase of snow 
boots. With their futuristic, often bright-colored designs, this year’s snow boots are 

practical and eye-catching.
Asics Snow Heaven 
72 (反摺泡泡靴)
NT$3,200
Inspired by Olympic 
ski team footwear

Onitsuka Tiger Snowtopia 
(Onitsuka Tiger 絨毛雪靴)
NT$3,200
Black with peach and purple stripes, 
accented with two fluffy balls

How to match snow boots
Since snow boots are chunky, loose trousers 
make the wearer’s legs look somewhat over-up-
holstered. As a general rule of thumb, leggings 
and stockings are both safe bets. And because 
most snow boots come in bold colors, a dose 
of restraint is recommended when it comes to 
coordinating them with the rest of your outfit.

How to buy snow boots
Snow boot designs are inspired by skiing 
fashion, with extra-warm lining and 
canvas on the outside. Only buy a pair if 
you really need the extra warmth.

Onitsuka Tiger X 
Tokidoki snow boots 
(Onitsuka Tiger 
Tokidoki 聯名款)
NT$4,800
Made in collaboration 
with the lifestyle brand 
dreamed up by Simone 
Legno

Asics Snow Heaven 72 
Black/Blue (Onitsuka 
Tiger 毛球泡泡靴)
NT$3,200
Lightweight shoes get 
a winter makeover with 
plush lining

Rubber Duck 
SnowJoggers Classic 
Purple (Rubber Duck 
Nylon 桃紫色雪靴)
NT$2,880
Made from suede, nylon 
and canvas

Rubber Duck SnowJoggers 
Sporty Red (Rubber Duck 亮
眼紅泡泡靴)
NT$3,280
Match these with 
a pair of plain 
leggings

Rubber Duck SnowJoggers Sporty 
Dazzling Blue/Red/Dandelion 
(Rubber Duck 經典雪靴)
NT$2,880
Retro 1970s-style chic

Rubber Duck 
SnnowJoggers Flannel 
(Rubber Duck 格紋運動雪靴)
NT$2,880
Wear these the next time you 
visit the Highlands

Rubber Duck 
SnowJoggers Classic 
Viridian Green (Rubber 
Duck 運動系列豔綠色靴)
NT$3,680
Classic style for a slightly 
more understated look

Puma snow boots 
(Puma 雪靴)
NT$2,980
Laces at the top, Puma’s 
trademark stripe on the 
sides

Playboy snow boots 
(Playboy 短版泡泡靴)
NT$2,980
Glossy finish with 
Playboy’s trademark 
bunny logo

Onitsuka Tiger 
Snowtopia  
(Onitsuka Tiger 太空雪
融泡泡靴)
NT$3,200
This version looks like 
something Neil Armstrong 
would have worn on the 
moon

Rubber Duck SnowJoggers 
Shiny Gold (Rubber Duck 
PU 金色款雪靴)
NT$3,280
These boots have an 
undeniable bling factor

Vendors:
Puma:
Tel: (02) 8751-5160

Rubber Duck:
Tel: (04) 2316-6612

Onitsuka Tiger:
Tel: (02) 2341-2149

Playboy:
Tel: (02) 2847-2980


